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Chair Norton and distinguished members of the Subcommittee on Highways and Transit
of the House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure, thank you for inviting me to
testify in “Examining Equity in Transportation Safety Enforcement” regarding the “Bias in
Automobile Stops Act of 2021.”
I am also a Professor of Sociology at the University of Maryland and the Executive
Director of the Lab for Applied Social Science Research (LASSR). I am also a David M.
Rubenstein Fellow at The Brookings Institution. LASSR is a research center that regularly
partners with government agencies, organizations, and corporations to conduct objective
research evaluations and develop innovative research products such as our virtual reality
program with law enforcement and incarcerated people.
I believe this legislation introduced by Congressman Anthony Brown to establish an
implicit bias program in vitality important. My written testimony centers on how the virtual
reality program we developed in collaboration with law enforcement and computer scientists
can reduce bias, train officers better, and help them and the civilians they encounter get
home to their loved ones safely.

Research on Bias and Use of Force in Policing
Research shows disparities in traffic stops and police use of force. In a comprehensive
analysis of 20 states, Pierson and colleagues (2017) found Black and Latino drivers were
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more likely to be ticketed, searched, and arrested than White drivers. Research and policy
makers have pursued ways to explain and reduce gaps, with many pointing to implicit bias
as a key driver in these disparities. I believe that our virtual reality program is the answer
and is prime to be the present and future of police training.

Virtual Reality Program for Law Enforcement
Since 2017, LASSR has developed over 100 virtual reality scenarios, trained and worked
with over 2,000 police officers in large, midsized, and small departments across the country
to develop and implement our virtual reality decision-making program for law enforcement.
We also have hosted over 100 government officials including the Department of Homeland
Security and had hundreds of students participate in our simulations to further improve its
optimization. We have received funding from private corporations to further enhance our
technological capabilities.

Merging social science with computer science and housed in the College of Behavioral
and Social Sciences (BSOS) and the Department of Sociology at the University of
Maryland, this program provides a platform to evaluate decision-making in an immersive
virtual reality environment. We created tactical and social simulations that are used for law
enforcement training.
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Major objectives include:
▪ Improving objective decision making and reduce bias
▪ Evaluating how stress, sleep, and travel affect judgment and behavior
▪ Providing tools and metrics to improve interpersonal dynamics and cross-cultural
awareness
▪ Offering recommendations for future training to reduce conflict and
misunderstanding
Logistically, we have a virtual reality lab in the Department of Sociology with ample
space for officers to move around and interact with the program. For departments outside of
the DC region, we fly groups of officers to our lab or take our mobile program to
departments. We train training officers on how to use the program, provide logistical and
software support, and conduct statistical analysis and report back outcomes to the
department. We also have set costs for the software, equipment, and training based on the
needs of law enforcement agencies.

Collectively, our statistical tools allow us to integrate the following factors to determine
what most influences decision-making behavior while in the field:
▪ Participants’ physiological outcomes
▪ Participants’ attitudes
▪ Participants’ demographics
▪ Virtual reality actor demographics
▪ Environment and setting of virtual reality scenarios
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Virtual Reality Simulations
We developed virtual reality simulations that focus on traffic stops, suspicious person
scenarios, domestic incidents, and robberies. Our virtual reality program immerses police
officers with a 360-degree first-person view of several interactive policing scenarios. One of
our primary scenarios entails officers interacting with drivers during routine traffic stops.
Officers are instructed to talk to the drivers and make decisions about whether or not to
charge them with infractions. Scenarios evolve based on officers’ choices. For example,
during the traffic stop, officers can choose to run information about a civilian’s license. If
the license is suspended, the civilian will react to this information and discuss it with the
officer. In some of the scenarios, there is drug paraphernalia in the car. In this regard,
officers have the ability to search the vehicle and even arrest the driver.

You pull a car over for going 67 in a 45mph zone.
Do you run the driver’s license?
1) Yes
2) No
White male actor

Latino male actor

License is suspended
What do you do?
1) Dismiss driver without warning
2) Give verbal warning and dismiss
3) Give written warning and dismiss
4) Give citation and dismiss
5) Investigate further
Find marijuana residue

Black male actor

What do you do?
1) Dismiss driver without warning
2) Give verbal warning and dismiss
3) Give written warning and dismiss
4) Give citation and dismiss
5) Arrest driver

One trial from the
immersive policing
simulator. Left: The top
three images show
variation in actor
ethnicity across trials.
The bottom image shows
an officer interacting
with a civilian while his
speech is recorded.
Right: The flowchart
indicates points (in blue)
where officers can use
discretion and converse
with civilians.

Scenario End
O cer talking to civilian

One unique aspect of our virtual reality program is the ability to vary the setting and
driver. Our scenarios occur in urban, suburban, and rural settings to better capture the
experiences that police officers have depending on geography. The virtual reality program
also varies the race and gender of the driver. Some of the scenarios also have accents
(French, West African, or Spanish) with the same driver acting with an accent and acting
without an accent. These variations allow for a research analysis that can determine how the
setting and/or driver demographics may matter during traffic stops.
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Most importantly, our scenarios mimic actual police encounters in a safe environment
that allow police officers the ability to practice and get better. Rarely do police officers have
the ability to simulate mundane encounters that occur regularly. Our program overcomes
these training limitations. We also audio and video record participants during the
simulations. In this regard, trained supervisors can review scenarios with participants in
order to evaluate performance and to improve decision-making.
By recording what officers say
and what decisions they make,
we will not only test whether
setting or demographics
impact officers’ decisions, but
how officers interact with
civilians. Most importantly,
we can test officer decisions at
several points during the
encounter. In the scenario
shown above, officers make
decisions at up to three points:
running the driver’s license,
searching the vehicle, and the
outcome of the stop. At each point, we record the severity of officers’ actions and code the
level of respect used in their responses based on audio (Voigt et al., 2017).
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Attitudinal and Physiological Measures
Upgrading traditional shoot/don’t shoot scenarios, our virtual reality scenarios measure
escalation/de-escalation, heart rate, stress through speech, eye movement, body movement,
and the speed at which an officer reaches for a replica weapon. We also ask officers about
their sleep, work, and eating habits. We analyze data, present findings, and write reports for
police departments. The objective metrics we examine have the potential to provide training
staff with information to help officers optimize their performance while in the field.

Officers Receiving Feedback
One innovation of our virtual reality program’s ability to measure and evaluate
physiological responses. Our program includes five outcomes important to the public safety
community: heart rate, stress as indicated in speech, eye tracking, body movement, and
weapon tracking. Physiological data are linked to the stimuli so we can determine the exact
point in time at which participants experience stress, what information they are attending to,
and when they use force in a tactical situation. We can also measure what participants say,
the tone and tempo of their speech, deference terms used in speech, and distance from the
virtual reality character (a proxy for approach-avoidance tendencies). Participants also
complete an attitudinal survey that allows us to examine the impact that attitudes have on
decision-making behaviors. Additionally, a post-simulation debriefing asks participants
questions about what they did during the interaction to further hone in on decision making
and training goals.
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Computer Program that Measures Stress through Speech

Fitbits that Measure Heart Rate down to the millisecond

Trackers placed on replica weapons that allow for tracking body
movement
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Eye Tracking
While public attention towards police-civilian interactions has tended to focus on highprofile cases like fatal shootings, less commonly examined are more routine interactions
civilians have with police (i.e., traffic stops). Civilians from racial and ethnic minorities feel
officers are less respectful to them during these interactions (Engel, 2005; Lundman &
Kaufman, 2006). This may contribute to decreased trust in law enforcement among Black
and Latino Americans compared to White Americans (Morin & Stepler, 2016; Ong & Jenks,
2004; Skogan, 2006; Tyler, 2005). This loss of trust has serious implications; civilians who
doubt the legitimacy of law enforcement are less likely to obey the law (Tyler, 2006).
We focus on officer respect and discretionary behavior during traffic stops, as these
interactions represent the only contact many people have with law enforcement (Eith &
Durose, 2011; Langton & Durose, 2013). This makes them particularly consequential. Each
incident represents an opportunity to bolster or undermine trust in law enforcement. Officers
have discretion in these situations to pursue actions with more or less severe consequences
for civilians (McCartney & Parent, 2015; Lipsky, 2010). For example, an officer who pulls
over a civilian for driving over the speed limit might lawfully give the civilian a verbal
warning, a written warning, or a citation. What option the officer chooses is up to their
discretion. Discretion is not inherently problematic and is in fact necessary to prevent the
criminal justice system from being overwhelmed with minor crimes (McCartney & Parent,
2015). Problems arise when officers (unintentionally or not) apply discretion and respect
differently across groups (Ridgeway, 2006).
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Organizational Capacity and Administrative Structure
LASSR is at the forefront of cutting-edge social science research that links to
technological innovations like virtual reality in order to make research more applied and
palpable. LASSR has three spaces: a conference suite and two lab spaces including five
private, virtual reality rooms and a large virtual reality suite outfitted for interactive and
movable virtual reality simulations. addition to facilitating the design and relevancy of social
science research by forging connections with policy makers, organizations, corporations and
local communities, LASSR provides trainings and teaching modules for continuing
education and upgrading existing programs and organizations. LASSR provides
dissemination plans for programmatic expansion and community outreach and has the
capacity to conduct large-scale quantitative studies, focused experiments, and smaller
qualitative, interview-based studies. LASSR produces evaluations and strategies for
highlighting successes and addressing shortcomings.
LASSR’s administrative structure includes an Executive Director, Lab Coordinator,
Postdoctoral Fellows, Graduate Research Assistants, Undergraduate Research Assistants,
and Law Enforcement Consultants. LASSR has Faculty Affiliates in the University of
Maryland system that span from computer science to public health. LASSR collaborates
with a series of policy and community partners including elected officials, policy makers,
community, health, and education organizations, and police departments. LASSR is housed
in the Department of Sociology in the College of Behavioral and Social Sciences at the
University of Maryland. We can be contacted at LASSR@umd.edu.
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